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Abstract:  

Wireless knowledge is needed today since this is a fundamental skill, along with 

programming and embedded hardware, to design Internet-of-Things (IoT) 

products.  Examples of IoT products include remote internet-based cameras, remote 

temperature house control, and any monitoring device, or sensor, with a WiFi links. The 

Internet of Things (IoT) is a rapidly growing field, and this requires students and engineers 

with wireless expertise.  Joe discusses and demos cool wireless programming tools and 

wireless security through live software-defined radio visual demos of aircraft digital and 

voice communications.  Joe will also show how students can gain valuable disaster and 

emergency wireless communication knowledge through an Amateur Radio FCC 

License.  In the recent Puerto Rican and Houston Hurricane disasters, licensed Amateur 

Radio operators were the FIRST to establish communications for the police, firefighters, 

the Red Cross, and other hurricane disaster victims.  In fact, after 175 mph hurricane cat 4 

& 5 winds quickly destroyed cellphone and even police communications in Puerto Rico 

(hurricane Maria), amateur radio operators as young at 15 rode with the police providing 

emergency communications!   
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